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Abstract: Washington DC is seen as a center of politics, bureaucracy, litigation, legislation, and
the trading of power and resources. For
this reason outsiders are both attracted
to and repelled from our city. For many of
us transplants and government workers, a
large portion of our collective self-image is
KPJ[H[LKI`[OLLIIHUKÅV^VMV\YNV]erning body. Certainly, to some observers,
this is a shallow truth. When DC looks in
the mirror, however, how does it see itself?
Having been raised here, I was ingrained
with the common native understanding
that we do not “talk politics” at the dinner
table or social gatherings. Outside of the
workweek, citizens of this city seem to
make every effort to distance themselves
from party lines. This is the unseen, cooperative, leisurely side of DC. My goal with
this project is to create a venue that will kindle the virtuous social underpinnings of our
city, small as they are. Gaston Bachelard
^YP[LZ [OH[ [OL ^H[LY»Z YLÅLJ[PVU LTIVKies “a delicate touch of narcissism without
pride that gives to every living thing, to the
ZPTWSLZ[ÅV^LYJVUZJPV\ZULZZVMP[ZV^U
beauty.” My hope is to use our greatest
untapped social resource, the Potomac
River, to provide a moment of humble self
YLÅLJ[PVU[V[OL+PZ[YPJ[»Z\UTHZRLKJOHYacter.
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Reality

1

London

New York

Singapore

Istanbul

Rio de Janeiro

Rome

Prague

Washington D.C.

Washington DC is one of those cities.

St. Petersburg

Paris

Copenhagen

Dublin

Helsinki

San Francisco

Barcelona

Cairo

Chicago

Dubai

Sydney

Zurich

Cape Town

The world’s great cities are built on bodies of water.
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01

Whether lakes, rivers, or oceans,
these bodies of water provide an
LUVYTV\ZILULÄ[[V[OLPYHJJVTWHU`PUN JP[PLZ /PZ[VYPJHSS` [OL ILULÄ[
was economic. Water made it easier to transport goods and people
around the world. Although it may not
appear so today, the Georgetown
waterfront was once the heart of this
trade economy with an active, thriving
port. It was essentially the point farthest upstream where the Potomac
river was deep enough to accommodate ships. While Georgoetown
and Alexandria rivaled each other in
size and stature initially, Georgetown’s
port began to eclipse Alexandria’s in
importance as Washington grew. It
was also eventually the terminus of
the 186 mile long C&O canal. The
canal, a mixed success story unto its
own, was further evidence of the facility of water transport.

The convergence of the port and the
canal provided for an economic and
industrial center on the Georgetown
waterfront whose remnants are still
visible today. Evidenced by the sentinal-like vestigial smokestack that still
adorns one of the canal’s perimeter
buildings, this waterfront area continued to be an industrial center well beyond the relevance of its port.
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02

With the advent of steam and motorized travel, trade centers moved
further from the water that no lonNLYILULÄ[[LK[OLTÄUHUJPHSS`/V^ever, as the nature of transportation
changed, so too did the importance
of water to cities. While its economic importance dwindled, many cities
JVU[PU\LK[V]HS\L[OLZVJPHSILULÄ[Z
that their bodies of water presented.
Places like Barcelona, Basel, Sevilla,
Copenhagen, understood (either initially or eventually) the hidden value of
their respective bodies of water.
Waterfronts shifted from the centers
of industry to potential bastions of leisure.

The great cities of the world have created places to harness
this potential while elevating and maintaining a water culture.
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Washington DC is not one of those cities.

In 1966, President Johnson designated
the Potomac river a national disgrace. Indeed, our city’s sewer system has overÅV^ ]HS]LZ PU[V [OL YP]LY [OH[ HYL HJ[\ated in rainstorms. While some pollution
practices have been checked, our systematic pollution remains. For this reason
HTVUN V[OLYZ JP[PaLUZ HUK JP[` VMÄJPHSZ
have largely ignored the nascent potential
of the Potomac river. Since the inception
of this project, however, the city has received funding to correct this process.
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Potential

11

North

Roosevelt Island

Mount Vernon Bike Trail

Rosslyn Metro

Area of Intervention

My aim with this project is to rectify
our collective negligence of the Potomac. There are a number of people
who have no reserve when it comes to
the Potomac’s waters. Rowing teams,
boaters, kayakers, triathaloners consistently use the river as an ally in leisure. In no place is this more true than
in the area upstream (West) of Roosevelt Island. Regattas are held here
every summer. Powerboats raft-up
[V JYLH[L H ÅVH[PUN WSH`SHUK ULHY [OL
Three Sisters islands. Kayakers are
ubiquitous. However, the water is capable of providing calm and enjoyment
for everyday citizens. The value of waterfront parks is their ability to draw the
public to the water, regardless of their
involvement in watersports.

My intention is to use this area to provide a series of places for people to
connect to the water. Since the waters are rife with activity here, it should
be able to accomodate experienced
watergoers and amateur city-dwellers
alike. While I studied the banks of this
portion of the river extensively, one
place was distinctive. On the DC side
of the river, there exists a vestige of the
third bridge ever to cross the Potomac
river. It was an aqueduct bridge meant
to transport canal boats from the C&O
canal across the Potomac and into the
Alexandria canal on the Virginia side.
Today, all that is visible above water is
the massive stone abutment on the
DC side, and one stone pier resting
above the water on the Virginia side.

The abutment is a local underground
hangout. An irrelevant steel handrail
(meant to keep people off) is only a
minor inconvenience to the groups of
people who walk the 140’ out to its
edge to enjoy the view of the Potomac
and Key Bridge. At any given time I observed high school kids, lovers, picnicers, photographers, joggers, and
tourists all coexisting in this place.
It seemed that with the presence of
calm water, active boaters, and the
social and historical presence of this
vestige, I had found ia site to work with.
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Regatta Path
Three Sisters Islands
C&O Canal
Capitol Crescent Trail
Great Falls Hiking Trail

Intention 13
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*HUHS)VH[;YHMÄJ
The Aqueduct Bridge is completed, of Queen Post structure,
connecting canal boats from Georgetown to Alexandria. Plans to
add a second tier for rail crossing are halted by the civil war.
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*HUHS)VH[7LKLZ[YPHU>OLLSLK;YHMÄJ
The bridge structure is improved with arching Howe trusses. A
second tier is added and controlled by toll, allowing citizens to
cross the river for a fee.
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7LKLZ[YPHU>OLLSLK;YHMÄJ
Wood structure is abandoned for an iron truss bridge, designed
HUKJVUZ[Y\J[LKMVYSPNO[^OLLSLKHUKWLKLZ[YPHU[YHMÄJ

2012 - The vestiges of the Potomac Aqueduct Bridge
14

What remains visibile today are the abutment and one pier of the demolished
stone bridge. However, there are seven piers remaining underwater
between them.
Aqueduct Bridge 15

1

2

3
4

1 View from the stone abutment
to Georgetown
2 View from abutment to
Potomac River
3 View under neighboring Whitehurst Freeway
4 View of the site from the riverbank in Virginia
The materialization of the site presented me with an opportunity:
Why would I design a waterfront park when I have the structure in
place to develop a park in the water?
Using the given arena, I became determined to create a space that did
the following:
- Enhance the activites already present.
- Allow people to uniquely connect to the water.
- Connect to the ruins on site.
16 Site Photos

Conceptual Materialization 17

Understanding

19

Convenient Truths - People, Public Space, Water
Inspiration for this project came from travel through a number of cities worldwide that embrace their water culture,
whether extant or nascent. Running through the water-minded designs of these cities, I discovered a number of consistencies about people, public spaces, and their relationships with water.

Scale - is of virtually no importance. Large rivers with small parks cutting through dense cities, small
streams through grandiose parks, all provide different types of enjoyment, all have similar value to the
WHYR»ZJVUZ[P[\LU[Z(ZSVUNHZ[OLWVW\SH[PVUL_PZ[Z[OL`^PSSÄSS[OLHWWYVWYPH[LKZWHJL
Distinction - Inevitably, there is a road between the water and its accompanying town. The park land be[^LLUYVHK^H[LY^PSSHS^H`ZILULÄ[MYVTILPUNWLYJLP]LKHZV^ULKI`[OL^H[LYYH[OLY[OHU[OLYVHK
Typically, the sloping grade at the water’s edge will facilitate the distinction between the two; but in its absence, a barrier is appropriate.
Temporary Ownership-VY\ZLYZ[OLNYLH[LZ[PTWVY[HUJLPZILPUNHISL[VÄUKHZWV[HUKTHRLP[`V\Y
own - even if you’re only a foot away from the next person down the line.

Uninhibited Proximity - Having a wall (physical or natural) that prevents people from getting at least a little
bit wet is only distancing them from the true attraction. People are there for the water... let them touch the
water.
20 People, Public, Water
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Convenient Truths - Amphitheater Effect
Careful study of public spaces led me to the belief that - for a number of reasons - the amphitheater is the strongest social architectural gesture we can make. Therefore, its implementation would be essential in the success of
any designed public space. In its simplest form, the amphitheater is a slope. By changing nuances in this slope,
however, the designer is able to extract a number of its inherent architectural advantages:
Consistently changing vantage points allow people to see and be seen, which -- despite its assumed vanity -- is
a factor of chief importance in the success of a public place.
In an appropriately sized amphitheater, places will be equally as appealing. Expressly, what one seat lacks in
WYV_PTP[`[V[OLZ[HNLP[^PSSWYV]PKLPUV]LYHSS]PL^:[YH[PÄJH[PVUHSSV^ZMVYKPMMLYLU[PH[PVUVMZWHJL
A well designed amphitheater allows people to distance themselves from the main entrance and connect more
JSVZLS`[V[OLTHPUMVJ\ZHJJVYKPUN[V[OLPY^PSS0[PZIV[OH[YHUZP[PVUHSZWHJLHUKHYLÅLJ[P]LZWHJL

Campo, Seina // Pompidou, Paris

Riverfront, Sevilla

Spanish Steps, Rome

TKTS, New York

TOLNYHK\HSZSVWLMHJPSP[H[LZZLH[PUNPUVULKPYLJ[PVUVUS`0[PZYHYL[VÄUKZVTLVULZP[[PUNPUKLJSPULMHJPUN\WOPSS
;O\Z[OLHTWOP[OLH[LYMVYTPTWSPLZHMVJHSWVPU[^OPJOPZPU]HS\HISLPUHUH[[LTW[[VPUÅ\LUJLHJVSSLJ[P]LTPUKset. Certainly, In a world where media is increasingly forced upon us, it seems the value of an arena suggesting the subtle spectactle of everyday life is exponential.
Armed with these understandings, I set out to design.

22 Amphitheater Effect
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Composition

25

Nothing about the design of this project was
linear. The process spiraled for months while I
H[[LTW[LK [V ÄUHSS` ÄUK H MVYT [OH[ JV\SK HJJVmodate closed, conditioned buildings, open park
spaces, powerboats, racing shells, kayaks, eating, drinking, swimming, sunbathing, a bicycle
path, and hundreds of people. On the ruins of a
bridge pier. In a moving river. All the while, adhering
to the rules I set up for public spaces involving wa[LY;Y`HZ0TPNO[0JV\SKU»[ÄUKWYLJLKLU[ZMVYT`
idea. As the design for one element would evolve,
it would begin to neglect others. When I thought I
had found an appropriate form for a few, the rest
wound up lacking. The next chapter attempts to
convey that convoluted design process in as clear
and chronological a method possible. Throughout, the search for a common gesture was what
drove the design.

Interpretation of Caspar David Friedrich’s The Wanderer
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Initially, the typology of a pier was foremost. To me the success of the project lay in its ability to create places for people to dwell
across/above/within the river. It seemed that I could use the existing bridge supports (12’ underwater) as a foundation for buildings that promote an active water lifestyle.
The design would include: boathouses (for crew) - all of which would be connected by a pedestrian bridge/walkway.
public boat rental
cafe
swimming hole
boat mooring
The individual towers would be centers of aquatic activity, mounted on the stone supports of the vestigial aqueduct bridge.
The connection would be made on the Georgetown side, thanks to the convergence of the canal, the abutment, the bike path
HUK[OLHKKLKILULÄ[VMYVVTMVYWHYRPUN

28 Concept

Concept 29

Georgetown has one major fault: it lacks a metro stop. On the Virginia side of the river, however, Rosslyn metro is within walking
distance of Key Bridge (the replacement to the aqueduct bridge). Since the paths of Key Bridge and the Aqueduct Bridge converge at the Virginia side, and many pedestrians use key bridge to cross the river, it seemed logical to connect to Key Bridge on
the Southern (VA) side. This set in motion a drive to create more than a leisurely destination; rather a functioning connection between two urban entities.
Despite the addition, I was steadfast in the notion that this project would not succeed as a bridge between two points,
but as a bridge between a city and its water.

30
0

Concept 31

Finding Form
Initially, I thought the presence of so many functions, obstacles and guidelines would
provide me with a clear but intricate path to a design. It turned out that building in
water, on a ruin, with varying program, across eight buildings made for a dizzying
array of architectural constraints. I would have to work on tangents, developing one
element of the design in order to progress, then check it back with input from the
design.
The great struggle was to extract a form that could:
- withstand water and ice
YLZWLJ[[OLÅV^VM[OLYP]LY
- be a base for superstructure
- support a pedestrian bridge
- allow access to water
- provide space for activity
- create unity among the disparate functions
(UKHSSVM[OPZ^V\SKOH]L[VÄ[VUH»_»MVV[WYPU[
Naturally, it would have to be concrete. Based on the nature of the demolished
stone piers, it would taper in. It would be 15’ above high water to accomodate boats
HUKÅVVKPUN0[^V\SKZSVWLIHJR^HYKZ[V^HYKZ[OLWLKLZ[YHPUIYPKNLP[OLSKH[[OH[
height. Its slope would provide the desired amphitheater effect as well as reveal different levels depending on the tide. Its shape would be slightly enhanced in order to
support conditioned buildings above the 15’ mark. Most importantly, its form would
be clearly recognizable among the subtle programmatic shifts.

32 Formwork

Formwork 33

Boathouse Design

Given the minimal footprint of the existing bridge piers, accomodating massive racing shellls proved to be the most
KPMÄJ\S[KLZPNUJOHSSLUNL3\JRPS`[OLMVV[WYPU[^HZSVUN»
and slim (17’), mirroring the nature of the boats.

Thanks to the limited space, the structure of the boat racks
^V\SKHSZVIL[OLZ[Y\J[\YLMVY[OL\WWLYÅVVYZVM[OLIVH[house. Therefore, as the structure of the base changed, so
too did the nature of the boat rack. Eventually I decided to
have the boathouses be directional... two towers facing in
to each other. Thus, the structure would be handled by a 3’
vertical fat wall. This wall would be structurally sound enough
[VHSSV^HOLHS[O`JHU[PSL]LYVM[OLUKÅVVY^OPSLWYV]PKPUN
enough space to run systems through. Boat housing - and
consequently launching - would be unilateral, allowing six
boats per pier.

Initially, I worked with an inverted wedge shape, allowing more
ZWHJL PU [OL \WWLY ÅVVYZ +0YLJ[PVUHSPaPUN [OPZ ZOHWL HSZV
suggested the form of the hatchet oar.

With two piers committed to the boathouses, we would have
a total of twelve boats, one pier servicing locker rooms, and
the other servicing a gym.

More than any other element, the boathouse drove the design of the piers. The presence of a full, competitive boathouse grounds the active nature of the project. As such,
it would need to house bathrooms, locker rooms, workout
space and boat storage as well as launching areas.

34

The nature of a 55’ boat in a 65’ space meant that the shells
would have to be launched sideways. Floating docks rotating
on pins would be developed to facilitate this process. However, a wall of boats is an impassible thing. As such, different
models were made with a central core (boats on either side
of a set of pillars), split posts (an arcade with boats on either
side).

Boathouse 35

36 Boathouse

Boathouse 37

Boatlaunch / Cafe Design
The boatlaunch developed out of a desire to acclimate
the project’s aquatic rookies to water sports. The concrete foundation houses a small rental bay for kayaks
and canoes while the downward slope towards the front
of the mass serves as a launch ramp. Impressions in
[OL JVUJYL[L WYV]PKL IL[[LY MVV[PUN ;OL ZLJVUK ÅVVY
holds the bar / cafe. It houses a fully functioning kitchen,
bar and bathrooms. This level, cantilevered from its giant
concrete mooring, shifts from interior restaurant to exterior deck. Throughout the design process, great attempts
were made at having the ability to enclose space, while
still allowing people to feel the cooling breeze off the river. Collapsible glass walls are implemented to allow the
cafe to open completely. Being the southernmost of the
enclosed buildings, it faces south to give people unimpeded views of the swimming and boating piers dotted
across the rest of the river. The cafe roof is accessible
by a stair leading up from the deck.
38 Boatlaunch // Cafe

Boatlaunch // Cafe 39

Swim Pier Design
Regardless of the design stage, the swim pier has always embodied the descent to
water. Located in the middle of the river - and the project - it is a simple set of stairs.
The quintessential theater: it provides patrons with an uninhibited view upriver. The
stairs are scaled up to provide seating, with a smaller set for walking running down the
SLM[ZPKL>PKLUPUNZSPNO[S`[OLPYYO`[OTPZTVUV[VULHZ[OL`KYVWPU[V[OLYP]LYÅV^PUN
towards you. ;OPZPZ^OLYL^LÄUK[OLIHW[PZTVM[OLJP[`K^LSSLYIn touching the
YP]LY^LÄUKHJVUULJ[PVU[OH[^HZVIZJ\YLMYVTHKPZ[HUJL!
/LÄUKZOPTZLSMV\[ZPKLVUJLTVYL(S[OV\NOOL^HZHISL[VV]LYZLL
the world beneath him from his perch, he was unable to inspect the
ÄULNYHPUVMOPZZ\YYV\UKPUNZ*YVZZPUN[OLIYPKNL[V[OLUL_[PZSHUK
each step brings him closer to his true destination, the water. Descending to its level, he realizes his unique position: so often the river
is seen as a barrier, something that separates one side from the other.
/V^L]LYSVVRPUN\WZ[YLHTOLPZÅVVKLK^P[OHUH^HYLULZZVML]LY`thing that is connected to the water we so strive to build over. The ports
downstream bear witness to the river as a lifeline to the city. The farms
upstream bear witness to the river as a lifeline to the country. He is at
the divide. The tide is up, inundating the bottom levels of the platform.
What was a concrete stair earlier in the day has become a shallow pool
for him to inhabit. Here too, he is at the divide. As he drops gently into
[OLWVVSOLHSPNUZOPTZLSM^P[O[OLÅV^VM[OLYP]LYYLHJOPUNV\[HOHUK
[V[V\JO[OLYPWWSLKTPYYVYÅV^PUNWHZ[-YVTHIV]LOLJV\SKOHYKS`
discern its movement. Here, he can feel the force created by miles of
moving water. In some places, rushing, in this place, calm.
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Swim Pier 41

Circulation Design
Despite continually telling myself that this project was not a bridge, the full design never truly came together until
the bridge was completed. Being both the connecting element and the negative space between the piers, the
bridge affects the project visually as much as the piers do programmatically. Their structure is such that, rather
than acting as a beam between two points, each pier hosts one set of wings. Thus, they counterbalance each
other. Where the wings meet in the center of the span, there is a steel pin connection. Concrete decking is
placed on top for the walkway. Two 6” steel supports are set in the concrete of each pier, angled out from the
base. They taper from a depth of 8’ to a depth of 1.5’ in the center of the span, allowing a 13’ clearance. The
rhythm of the bridge changes as it reaches the river’s channel; the arms lift and the deck remains level. This
provides greater clearance for the larger boats travelling in the channel. The symbol of the drawbridge is a simple
marker.
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Circulation 43
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02 - “Copenhagen Harbour Bath / PLOT.” ArchDaily 05 January, 2009
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